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Providing a place to play for everyone, regardless of ability.
That’s the mission of the Rochester Soccer Club. This booklet is designed to give
some helpful advice and guidance to our volunteer coaches and parents. It’s also
an introduction to our “Redefine Winning” campaign, a comprehehensive
program that encourages coaches and parents to create a fun positive soccer
experience for children. No matter if this is your first time dealing with children
in a soccer context, or if you’ve experienced players of a different age and/or
stage we encourage you to read this entire brochure and take it to heart.
Our number one goal is to have all of our young players fall in love with this beautiful
game. We want this love to be a vital spark that leads to a life long passion and an
enhancement in their lives. As a coach and/or parent we as a club count on you
to help us make this happen. We count on you to make this experience fun and
appropriate to the children’s age and stage of development. If you deliver a fun,
challenging and developmental experience, then the players will love the game.
Remember if they love the game then they will come back and play again.
Good luck and we hope that you enjoy the experience as much as the children do.

What is the role
of the coach?
Without coaches and volunteers there would be no recreational soccer.
The role of the coach within children’s soccer is crucial as this is the stage where
most players will learn to fall in love with the game and where most will establish
the basis of their soccer habits. Contrary to what you might think, a knowledge
of children and how to teach is often more important than a knowledge of the
game. It is also important that we understand why children enjoy playing this
sport, for fun. Lastly remember that you as an RSC coach are an ambassador
for the club. Your actions make impressions and influence how players and
parents feel about RSC and about the game of soccer. No pressure.

Instill the
desire to play.
The driving philosophy of this stage is two-fold

Learning to love the game
Learning to move

Objectives
The major objective of this stage is to provide physical activity, develop physical
literacy and basic skills within children, through soccer participation. Without speed,
agility, balance and co-ordination, as well as the ability to run, jump, throw, catch and
control the body, children will not only be incomplete as soccer players but will also not
have the confidence or competence to take part in many sporting activities These skills
will be delivered through programs centered around games based on FUN (Foundation,
Understanding, Nurturing) activities with 100% involvement at all times. The following
formats of 3v3, 4v4, 5v5, 7v7, 9v9 and 11v11 will allow the player the opportunity to
express enjoyment and develop skills through the game at a sensible pace.

Your role as
the coach is to....
Be a good role model.

Communicate appropriately with children.
Encourage children to have the freedom
to express themselves.
Provide fun activities suitable to the players age.
Provide well organized and planned practices.
Provide stimulating activities that promote
soccer’s fundamental skills and movement.
Teach basic ethics of fair play and sportsmanship.

Players will then....
Fall in love with the game.

Have basic movement skills.
Be comfortable on the ball .
Be more confident.
Unafraid to try new challenges.
Understand and demonstrate good sportsmanship.

Teach RESPECT and
manage behavior
Players should show respect to…
Themselves,
Their teammates
The opponents
The coaches
The referees
Their parents
Our club
Their school

Players can show respect by..

Shaking hands
Praising and appreciating others
Supporting and helping others
Winning with grace and losing with dignity
Thanking opponents, referees, coaches and parents
Leading by example
Not digging up the fields
Cleaning up after themselves

Positive
coaching.
Positive coaching is an environment where the coach focuses on
encouraging effort and learning, improving performance and fostering competition.
Strive to develop young players to win through effort and teach young people
valuable life skills through sport.

Make better players and better people.
Unfortunately across all levels of the youth game there are coaches who are
focused on winning at all costs. Irresponsible parents piling pressure on their
children, violence on the sidelines and disrespect for the officials have become far
too common and make it unenjoyable for many players. Therefore it’s no real surprise that a high proportion of players are lost to soccer at a young age. We need
your help to give young people the best experience possible playing soccer.
No, we probably can’t dictate this cuture to society, but we can dictate this
culture of our club. Coaches, parents, volunteers, officials and players alike, let’s
work together and make soccer a fun and rewarding experience within RSC.

Honoring the game

Teach everyone involved in the game how to respect their teammates,
opponents, the rules, the referees, and themselves.
- Encourage all players to obey and uphold the rules and play the game fairly
- Encourage all players to show respect for the opponent - play hard but fair
- Encourage all players to respect the referees decision
- Lead by example both on and off the field

Redefine winning

Move the focus from the scoreboard to succeeding and winning through effort.

- Don’t just focus on the final score or result, focus players to learn and improve,
to master skills and improve their performance.
- Mistakes happen! It is more important that we encourage players to respond quickly
and positively to recover from their mistakes.
- Sustained effort to achieve set goals - encourage players to work hard to achieve in
whatever they do.

Fill the emotional tank

Build a young players confidence, self-motivation and resilience.
- Give positive encouragement of effort irrespective of the outcome or result
- Encourage players to try new things and not to be scared of failing
- Encourage players to give their teammates praise and encouragement
- All players get nervous. Praise, listen and support players to build confidence

“I don’t believe skill
was, or ever will be,
the result of coaches.
It is a result of a
love affair between
the child and the ball.”

- Roy Keane

(former captain of Ireland and Manchester United)

Coaches
checklist
Make it fun
Make it safe
Use the ball
Always coach positively
Involve all your players
Be patient
Be a good role model

Why do we need to
redefine winning?
Let’s be honest, kids today are under an increasing amount of pressure to
succeed in all aspects of their lives. They are pushed to be the best and win at
all costs. Unfortunately, this can be counterproductive and cause kids to perform
worse, not have fun, and even drop out.

Our philosophy needs to be...
“No child shall drop out of the game… not on my watch.”
That is why Rochester Soccer Club has implemented this recreation player
pathway called “Redefining Winning”. It moves the focus from winning on the
scoreboard to winning and succeeding through effort. It takes common sense and
a player centered approach to developing the soccer potential of our young
people. Following the philosophy that “the game grows with the child” the player
pathway sets out principles and guidelines on best practice for teaching players
how to enjoy and develop as players and citizens through the game of soccer.

Failure happens all the
time. It happens every
day in practice.What
makes you better is
how you react to it.
-Mia Hamm

It’s their game,
let them play it.
Children are naturally competitive and that’s a quality that we should not discourage.
However, as coaches we have an underlying duty to manage and educate our kids on the
processes of winning instead of looking and judging by what’s on the scoreboard.
Of course winning on the scoreboard is one of our targets but solely focusing on this will
only prevent player development and in return result in failure and regret.The most successful
youth coaches are not necessarily those that win the most games. Coaches who are successful
win on the basis of player development and creating a steady team work ethic and togetherness. The goal is to change the perception of a winner, with the aim of being able to change the
coaching culture within the recreation program of the Rochester Soccer Club.
The win at all costs mentality which only focuses on winning games often omits to teach
the best soccer techniques, denies creativity and the result of this is that coaches “train‟ the
kids to win as opposed to “coaching‟ them which in effect inhibits their development.
Our aim is to promote an atmosphere of teamwork, respect and a commitment to set
goals to continually improve. Easier said than done! But by striving to achieve these goals you
can become a successful coach who develops individuals and wins the odd game or two.

Let’s flip
the switch.
OFF

ON

Results

Effort

Compare

Learning and Development

Mistakes ARE NOT ok

Mistakes ARE ok

Win at all costs mentality, where coaches compare
players and teams. The emphasis to win leads
coaches to criticize players, it creates an environment where mistakes are unacceptable and it
focuses on short term glory.

Less Confident More Anxious

Promote effort, learning and mistakes as being
essential to a positive environment. Effort should
be encouraged at all times. Learning should be
broad and wide. Mistakes are going to happen,
analyze them and learn from them.

More Confident Less Anxious

The Benefits

More satisfaction, higher enjoyment and more positive emotions
Learn faster and process information steadily
Be more creative and problem solve situations
Foster a love for soccer

“As a kid they teach you not to play to win,
but to grow in ability as a player. At Barca,
we trained every day with the ball, I hardly
ever ran without a ball at my feet. It was
a form of training aimed very clearly at
developing your skills.”
-Lionel Messi

Let’s reward effort.

The key is to focus EFFORT and LEARNING over results. An easy way to do this is to reward

and praise your players when they have worked hard and gave maximum effort. All coaches are able to
recognize when a player has performed well. It is also important to recognize the effort made regardless
of whether they were successful or not. For example; if a player dribbles past two defenders and then
shoots high and wide. At first the player will be disappointed but by rewarding the effort made to go past
the two defenders and getting the shot should be rewarded with praise. By doing so, players will feel
valued and their confidence levels will be maintained leading to an increased desire to try harder next time.
It is easy to praise great goals, assists and saves but also look for the less obvious efforts that
your players are making. For example; a midfield players receives the ball and the full back makes a great
run up the touchline, the midfielder does not see the run and changes the point of attack in the other
direction. Praise the full back for making the run so that they will continue to make those runs. This will
help create a culture where hard work is being rewarded (not by ice cream) by praise and will become
the normal for the team.

Straight after a game, a great way to change the focus from the result
to learning and development is to ask the right questions?

Here are a few examples:
Did you enjoy the game?
Did you work hard ?
What did you learn?
What could you improve on next time?
This line of questioning will help build a players knowledge of the game, it will help build a players
confidence and will focus the young players on working hard to achieve and develop.

How to give
player feedback.

The 5:1 Ratio

There will be times where you have to give constructive criticism to a player as this is an integral

part of the coaching process. It is recommended that when giving criticism you should give five positive
comments to each negative comment. Research has shown that a ration of 5:1 is ideal. Although five
positive comments may sound a lot, they can take the form of body language such as smiling, clapping
your hands or simply just giving the thumbs up sign.
Who, What, Where, Why, How and When. The keys to unlocking the brain
A great tool for the volunteer coach is to “ask rather than tell.” Get in the habit of asking your players
questions rather than telling them what to do. By asking questions and listening to the response will
allow the player to think for themselves and you as the coach can monitor their
learning and understanding of the situation. Ideally we want to get to the
stage where the players are solving the problems for themselves. Using this
approach lets the player have a more active involvement in their learning
rather that being dictated to. This applies to game time as well as practice.

Who could you have passed to?
What surface of the foot could you use?
Where do you think the receiver should have ran?
Why do you think that you should dribble instead of passing?
How can you get past that player?
When do think we should use this technique?

It‟s a little bit like putting a puzzle together...

We hear it every week...
‟Boot it”, “Go! go! go!”, “Get rid of it!”, “Play your position”
“You’re a defender Billy, stay back” and the ever popular “Shoot it!”.
We can all agree that there is not one positive word there, it’s all instruction.The passion to win is
overtaking the desire for the player to develop, think, make mistakes and learn on their own.

Try this instead...
During the game:
Well done!
Terrific!
Good work!
That‟s a real improvement!
Keep up the good work!
Tremendous effort!
You‟re really working hard today!
Outstanding!
Fantastic!

After the game:
I loved watching you play!
I am proud of your effort today!
You must have been practicing hard!
Good effort out there today!
I am so proud of you!
You are getting better every day!
Great effort!
That was great, you are improving!
You did really well today!

Give positive feedback

Try to identify 3 to 5 points per player that all focus on positive things that a player has done
during practice or games. Share these points with the wider group and it will encourage others
to copy the behavior you are praising.

“Oh the places you’ll go!
There is fun to be done!
There are points to be scored.
There are games to be won.
And the magical things you do with that ball
will make you the winning-est winner of all.”
-Dr. Seuss

Now go be
a great coach!
Taking on board these goals and principles, the role of the coach at this stage is
vital and you can have a big influence on young people. RSC will provide you, the
coach, with a range of tools for use in training and competition that will enable you
to coach children in such a way that they will learn more, try harder and stay
longer in the game. What’s more, they will enjoy it.
Be a positive coach
- Help develop a soccer culture in our club where young players are
developed positively and supported to be the best they can be.
- Teach everyone involved in our club including players, parents, volunteers and
spectators how to show respect and sportsmanship and most importantly to
honor the game.
- Have a long term aim by moving the focus away from results and league
standings to winning and succeeding through effort.
- Work in partnership with parents, coaches and players to enhance the skill
and learning for all members.
- Keep young people in soccer longer.

Code of conduct
One of the critical components of the game is the passion that players, coaches and spectators show
for their team. This passion can however boil over and create negative situations. This Code of
Conduct outlines the expectations that RSC would like to see from coaches, players and spectators.

Coaches

- Follow the Rochester Soccer Clubs current rules and regulations.
- Wear your Identification Badge at all events.
- Allow all players regardless of ability the opportunity to play evenly.
- Always pursue fair play.
- Place safety and the well being of the player above everything else.
- Ensure that your coaching sessions and enjoyable, well structured and that they focus.
on developing skills, decision making and an understanding of the game.
- Encourage players to accept responsibility for their equipment, performance and behavior.
- Develop an appropriate working relationship with the player based on trust.
- Must consistently maintain high standards of sideline behavior.

Safety

Coaches whilst in contact with the players have a responsibility to ensure the safety of the
players. Seek to create a safe and enjoyable environment in which to play and practice.
- Check that goals are appropriately anchored.
- Do not let anyone climb on the goal or the goal net.
- Do not leave any player unattended after practice or a game.
- Keep your basic first aid kit available at all times.
- Advise parents or guardians of any injury sustained to their player during practice or games.
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Code of conduct
Players
- Play by the rules of the club and the game.
- Never argue with a referee.
- Control your temper both physically and verbally.
- Be a team player.
- Treat others as you would have others treat you.
- Play for your own enjoyment.
- Improve your skills.
- Don’t be a bully.
- Assume responsibility both on and off the field.

Parents and spectators
- Follow the Rochester Soccer Clubs current rules and regulations.
- Never argue with a referee.
- Control your passion.
- Be positive to every player on the field.
- Do not stand behind or near the goals.
- Let the coaches coach whilst you watch and enjoy the game.
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